
 
 
 

 
 
 

EXAMPLE 
Hurricane Preparedness 120-Hour Family Task List 

 

120 Hours (5 Days) - List tasks below 
Responsible 

Person(s) 

Take pictures of house and vehicle; upload to personal cloud and jump drive. Martin Trench 

Secure important documents for every household member Martin and Sarah 

Prepare ice for coolers. Everson & Ms. Beverly 

Recheck our Hurricane Disaster Checklist and add items to our kits, if needed. Everyone 

Review our family disaster budget and check the emergency account. Martin and Sarah 

 
 

96 Hours (4 Days) - List tasks below 
Responsible 

Person(s) 

Back up cellular phones and computer files Sarah Trench 

Begin charging all solar batteries. Issac Trench 

Complete banking tasks include getting cash. Martin and Sarah 

Confirm and share our communication and sheltering plan (Family Disaster Plan) 
with neighbors and off-island relatives my communication and sheltering plan. 

Everyone – Family 
Meeting 

Go to the hardware store, and the pharmacy for supplies. Martin Trench 

 
 

72 - 48 Hours (Four to Three Days) - List tasks below 
Responsible 

Person(s) 

Close all windows and put-up shutters. Everyone 

Communicate any changes to sheltering plan and Family Disaster Plan to 
neighbors and off-island hurricane contact. 

Family Meeting 

Secure all lawn furniture, and outside cooking equipment. Martin Trench 

Charge all electrical devices and portable cellular chargers. Martin and Issac 

Place the vehicle “Go Kit” in the car trunk in case of evacuation. Sarah Trench 



 
 
 
 
 
 

Hurricane Preparedness 120-Hour  
Family Task List 

 

48 – 24 Hours (Two – One Days) - List tasks below 
Responsible 

Person(s) 

Fill up the vehicle and do inventory of all emergency vehicle supplies. Martin and Sarah 

Clean the refrigerator, cook meals, then tie down the gas tank. Sarah and Issac 

Wash out the pet cage and place it in our hurricane safe room. Issac and Isabel 

Wash all laundry. Martin and Sarah 

  

 
 

12 - 0 Hours (Landfall) - List tasks below 
Responsible 

Person(s) 

Complete one last check of the vehicle and the area outside the house. Martin and Sarah 

Disconnect spouts to the cistern to avoid damage and contamination. Martin Trench 

Final check of neighbors and family members. Everyone 

  

 
 

 


